ART. 414]
PLANE  CONDUCTORS.
211
and the influencing point makes with the plate. The angle 9 is measured on that side of X which makes Q and 6 numerically increase together, when X is moved parallel to itself.
The solid angle w subtended at the influencing point is here enclosed by two planes. These form a lune on the unit sphere whose area is 20.
Ex. 3. A spherical body with an electric charge E is at a height Ji above the surface of the earth, the height being large compared with the dimensions of the body. Prove that the body is attracted downwards with a force approximately equal to E2/47i2, in addition to its weight.
Prove also that its capacity is increased by the presence of the ground in the ratio l + aj2h: 1 approximately, where a is the radius.               [Coll. Ex. 1900.]
414. The planes xOy, yOz intersecting in Oy are the boundaries of a conductor; the non-conducting medium being in the positive quadrant. The system is acted on by an electrical point at A whose coordinates are %, £ To find the distribution of electricity on the planes (1) ivhen the angle xOz is a right angle, and (2) when that angle is tr/n where n is an integer.
(1) Let us try to find a system of electrical points such that the two planes xy, yz form part of one level surface. One of these points must be at A, all the others will be inside the conductor.
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Describe a circle centre 0, radius OA and let ABA'B be a rectangle. Place at A' a quantity E of electricity equal to that at the given point A and at JS, Bf quantities each equal to — E. The planes ay, yz are then evidently level surfaces of zero potential.
The surface density p at any point Q on the plane xy is then
given (Art. 412) by 4^ = -^ + S.
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The quantity Q of electricity on the plane xOy is given by
47rQ = %Ea> = -4E(OAaf - OB'x) = - *E9,
where 6 = angle AOB' and B'Ax' is a straight line parallel to Ox. The quantity Q' on Oz is -E0f/ir where &** A OB.
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